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Having reviewed the Revised Guidelines posted on November 2, 2012, I have only two additional
comments. First, I applaud the USTP's approach to "conflicts counsel" and "efficiency counsel." Since
1993, I have suggested that conflicts in bankruptcy cases may be trickier to resolve than those in other
types of cases. Bankruptcy cases can involve a series of shifting alliances that are issue-specific. Conflicts
relating to certain issues can lie dormant for most (and sometimes all) of a case. If and when those
dormant conflicts actually crop up, they fall into two categories: they can be temporary or permanent.
Permanent conflicts can be disqualifying, but temporary conflicts lend themselves to a carve-out of
representation that conflicts counsel can handle.* These Revised Guidelines address the issue of conflicts
counsel in a rational way that is designed to minimize unnecessary fees. Second, the Revised Guidelines
provide a useful template for any court that wishes to systematize a law firm's explanation of its fees and
expenses in those larger chapter 11 cases. To the extent that a court wished to adopt these Revised
Guidelines as part of a local rule for larger chapter 11 cases, that court would create a single set of
expectations for what belongs in fee applications in such cases. Even absent such a local rule, though, the
fact that these Revised Guidelines give attorneys a clear indication of what may trigger an objection to fees
and expenses should contribute to the overall goal: providing the bankruptcy c
with sufficient
information to review fee applications in larger chapter 11 cases.
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